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(NON-)FORMALITY OF THE EXTENDED SWISS CHEESE OPERADS
THOMAS WILLWACHER
Abstract. We study two colored operads of configurations of little n-disks in a unit n-disk, with
the centers of the small disks of one color restricted to an m-plane, m < n. We compute the rational
homotopy type of these extended Swiss Cheese operads and show how they are connected to the rational
homotopy types of the inclusion maps from the little m-disks to the little n-disks operad.
1. Introduction
The little n-disks operad Dn is a topological operad consisting of configurations of n-dimensional
”little” disks inside the unit disk. It plays an important role in a variety of areas of mathematics. In this
paper we consider a two-colored extension of this operad, the extended Swiss Cheese operad ESCm,n.
The operations of output color one of this operad are identified with Dn. The operations in output color
two are again configurations of non-intersecting n-dimensional disks in the unit n-disk, but now one
distinguishes two kinds of disks, of input colors one and two: the disks of input color one can be freely
placed anywhere in the disk, while the centers of the disks of input color two are restricted to lie on a
fixed m-dimensional plane in the unit disk as shown below.
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The goal of this paper is to study the rational homotopy type of the operads ESCm,n. Our main result
will be the following.
Theorem 1.1. The operads ESCm,n are rationally formal for n > m − 1 and m ≥ 1. The corresponding
operads of real chains C(ESCm,n) are not formal for n =m − 1 and m ≥ 1.
By the first statement we mean that the (homotopy) cooperad of rational PL forms ΩPL(ESCm,n)
can be connected to its cohomology by a zigzag of quasi-isomorphisms.
We will show the statements of Theorem 1.1 by linking the operads ESCm,n to the rational homotopy
theory of maps Dm → Dn, and in particular derive the above result from the (non-)formality of the maps
Dm → Dn shown in [10] and [21].
Remark about history and nomenclature. Although the definition is quite natural, we are not
aware of appearances of the extended Swiss Cheese operads ESCm,n in the literature. However, at
least in codimension n − m = 1 they have been invented by V. Turchin (private communication), in
connection with the study of the spaces of framed long non-k-overlapping immersions of Rm into Rn,
cf. [5]. Concretely, there is an action of ESCm(m+1) on the pair consisting of framed long embeddings
The author acknowledges partial support by the Swiss National Science Foundation (grant 200021 150012 and the
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and such immersions, akin to the action of the little disks operads on long embeddings as described by
Budney [2]. The name ”extended Swiss Cheese operad” is also due to Turchin.
Acknowledgements. The author is very grateful for helpful and encouraging discussions with B. Fresse,
A. Khoroshkin and V. Turchin.
2. Notation and preliminaries
2.1. Basic notions. We generally work over a field K of characteristic zero, and more concretely either
over K = Q for the formality part of Theorem 1.1 and over K = R for the non-formality part.
We use cohomological conventions, i.e., a differential graded (dg) vector space for us is a K-vector
space with a potentially unbounded grading, with differential of degree +1. We abbreviate the notion
of dg commutative algebra by dgca. Note that our dgcas need not be concentrated in positive degrees
unless otherwise stated.
2.2. Λ-operads and cooperads. For an introduction to (co)operads we refer the reader to the textbook
[17], whose conventions we mostly follow.
We also recall the notion of Λ-operad, cf. [8]. Concretely, a Λ-operad in topological spaces T is a
topological operad without operations in arity 0, but with maps ιj ∶ T (r + 1)→ T (r), j = 1, . . . , r. These
maps are required to satisfy axioms such that there is a natural operad structure on the spaces
T∗(r) =
⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩
T (r) for r ≥ 1
∗ for r = 0,
with the operadic insertion of the arity zero operation in slot j being defined to be ιj . In other word,
the notion of Λ operad is merely an alternative formalization of an operad whose space of operations of
arity zero is a point.
We call a cooperad in the category of dgcas a Hopf cooperad, in agreement with the literature. A
dg Λ-Hopf cooperad is a cooperad in the category of dgcas, together with a (co-)Λ structure, i.e., maps
C(r) → C(r + 1) satisfying axioms dual to those for the maps ιj above. We refer the reader to [8] or the
introductory sections of [10] for more details.
2.3. Rational homotopy theory for operads. For a topological space X we shall denote the Sullivan
differential graded commutative algebra (dgca) of polynomial differential forms (with rational coefficients)
by
ΩPL(X).
For good (e.g., simply connected, finite type) spaces X , we may recover the rational homotopy type of
X from the quasi-isomorphism type of ΩPA(X), cf. [8, Theorem 7.3.5].
Now consider a topological operad T . Unfortunately, since the functor ΩPL is lax monoidal, but not
oplax monoidal, the collection of dgcas ΩPL(T ) does not immediately form a cooperad in the category
of dgcas. There are essentially two approaches to overcome this difficulty. The first is to replace the
functor ΩPL(−) by a (quasi-isomorphic) functor which sends (reduced) topological operads to cooperads
in dgcas as done in [8]. The second approach is to relax the notion of cooperad to homotopy cooperad.
Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages. Since for the present paper the precise framework
one works in is not too relevant, let us briefly recall both approaches. We will comment later how our
constructions can be conducted in each framework.
2.3.1. Fresse’s rational homotopy theory for operads. Following [8] we consider the category sSetΛOp of
reduced Λ-operads in simplicial sets, and the category dg∗ΛHopfOpc of reduced, non-negatively graded
dg Λ-Hopf cooperads. The Sullivan realization functor G● from dg commutative algebras to simplicial
sets is symmetric monoidal and hence induces a functor
G● ∶ dg
∗ΛHopfOpc → sSetΛOp.
One then defines the functor
Ω# ∶ sSetΛOp→ dg
∗ΛHopfOpc
to be the right adjoint to G●, see [8, Proposition II.12.1.2] for the explicit construction. Arity-wise, the
functor Ω# is quasi-isomorphic to ΩPL and shall serve as our operadic upgrade of the latter functor.
Furthermore, one may define model structures on the categories of sSetΛOp and dg∗ΛHopfOpc such
that the functors G● and Ω# form a Quillen adjunction. We refer the reader to [8] or to the concise
recollection of the introductory sections of [10] for the precise definitions.
For one later application we just mention the following property.
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Lemma 2.1 (B. Fresse, private communication). Suppose that C is a cofibrant dg Λ Hopf cooperad.
Then the morphisms
C(r) → C(r + 1)
which define the Λ structure are cofibrations of dg commutative algebras.
Proof sketch. We may check the statement in the category of dg Λ Hopf collections, forgetting the
cooperad structure and arity one operations, as the forgetful functor is part of a Quillen adjunction. The
model structure on the category of dg Λ Hopf collections is cofibrantly generated and transported from
the category of coaugmented dg collections, cf. [10, Figure 1] and explanations thereafter. In particular,
the generating cofibrations are ”free” morphisms of dg Λ Hopf collections.
By standard results for cofibrantly generated model categories [13, Proposition 2.1.18] any cofibration
in such a category can be obtained as a retract of a transfinite composition of pushouts along generating
cofibrations. The desired property in the Lemma is stable under retracts, as is easily checked. It is also
preserved by taking pushouts under generating cofibrations, and by directed colimits, so we conclude the
desired result. (Every pushout here adds new ”free generators” with respect to the Λ Hopf structure,
with prescribed differential.) 
We finally remark that the definition of model structures and the functor Ω# may also be extended
to categories of colored operads.
2.3.2. Homotopy (co)operads. We will use the notion of homotopy cooperad proposed by Lambrechts
and Volic´ [16], and spelled out in somewhat more detail in [14].
To briefly recall the definition, one defines a symmetric monoidal category of forests T . The monoidal
product is the disjoint union. The morphism are generated by (i) isomorphisms of trees (ii) contraction of
vertices and (iii) cutting of edges. A (non-unital) homotopy operad in the symmetric monoidal category
C is then a symmetric monoidal functor
T → C.
For example, any operad P in C gives rise to a homotopy operad by sending the tree T to the tree-wise
tensor product
⊗
T
P ,
and using the operadic composition to define the images of the contraction morphisms.
Dually, a (non-counital) homotopy cooperad in C is a functor
T → Cop.
The advantage is that with this definition the lax monoidal functor ΩPL(−)) gives rise to a functor
from the category of operads in topological spaces to the category of homotopy cooperads in dgcas.
Abusing notation we shall denote this functor by ΩPL as well. Concretely, for T a topological operad
the homotopy cooperad ΩPL(T ) sends the tree T to the dgca
ΩPL(×TT ).
The definitions can be extended easily to the case of colored operads. One simply has to alter the
category T to consist of colored forests, all of whose edges are colored by one color in the given set of
colors.
2.4. The little n-disks operad. We shall recall here some well-known facts about the little n-disks
operads Dn, referring to [19] for detailed derivations and pointers to the original literature. We denote
the rational homology operad of Dn by
en ∶=H●(Dn)
The cohomology e∗n of the little disks operads was computed by Arnold [1] for n = 2 and by F. Cohen [4]
for higher n. One has the presentation as a dgca
e
∗
n(r) = Q[ωij ∣ 1 ≤ i ≠ j ≤ r]/ ∼
where ωij is of degree n − 1 and the relations are
ωij = (−1)
nωji
ωijωjk + ωjkωki + ωkiωij = 0.
The cooperads e∗n are naturally Λ cooperads in dgcas, the Λ-structure being induced by forgetting
disks from a configuration of disks. We shall need the following result below.
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Lemma 2.2. The module e∗n(r + k) over the dgca e
∗
n(r) ⊂ e
∗
n(r + k) is free for all n ≥ 1, r ≥ 0 and k ≥ 0.
Proof. A basis of en(s) is indexed by pairs (I, f), where I ⊂ {1, . . . , s} and f ∶ I → {1, . . . , s} is an
increasing function, i.e., f(i) > i. The corresponding monoial is
ωI,f =∏
i∈I
ωif(i).
(We refer the reader to [19] for this statement and further details.) For s = r + k we think of e∗n(r) as
generated by the ωij , with i, j ≥ k + 1. Then it is clear that a basis of e
∗
n(r + k) as module over e
∗
n(r) is
given by the monomials ωI,f as above with I ⊂ {1, . . . , k}. 
3. A colored operad associated to a Λ operad map
The goal of this section is to construct a colored topological operad ESCf from a map of topological
Λ operads
f ∶P →Q.
The definition is made so that if we take for f the map Dm → Dn, then ESCf ≃ ESCm,n. The dual
construction will produce a two colored dg Hopf cooperad cooperad ESCcF from a map of dg Hopf Λ
cooperads
F ∶C → D.
Applying this construction to a rational dg Hopf cooperad model for the map Dm → Dn we will obtain
rational (dgca) models for ESCm,n.
3.1. The trivial colored operad associated to an operad. Given an ordinary operad P we may
”trivially” build a two colored operad Ptriv by declaring that
P2triv(k, l) = P(l)
with all other spaces of operations trivial, and with the obvious compositions derived from the compo-
sitions in P . Clearly, the construction P → Ptriv is functorial,
3.2. The painted colored operad associated to an operad. Given an ordinary operad P we may
build another two colored operad Ppaint by declaring that
P1paint(k,0) = P(k)
P2paint(k, l) = P(k + l)
with all other spaces of operations trivial, and with the obvious compositions derived from the compo-
sitions in P . In other words, the operad Ppaint is defined by declaring (or ”painting”) some inputs and
the output in color 2. Mind that we require here that if any inputs are ”painted” in color 2, then so
must be the output. Again, the construction P → Ppaint is obviously functorial,
3.3. A map between these colored operads. Now suppose that P in addition carries a Λ structure.
Then we define a map of two colored operads Ppaint → Ptriv such that the map
P(k + l) = P2paint(k, l)→ P
2
triv(k, l) = P(l)
is the Λ map associated to the inclusion [k]→ [k+ l]. In other words, one formally ”fills the first k inputs
with the unit”. In the other arity components the map Ppaint → Ptriv is necessarily trivial, since so are
the corresponding components of Ptriv.
It is not hard to check that the above map of two colored collections Ppaint → Ptriv is indeed a map
of colored operads. Furthermore, the construction is evidently functorial in P .
3.4. The colored operad ESCf . Now suppose we have a map of Λ operads
f ∶P →Q.
Using the maps above and the functoriality we can then build a zigzag Ptriv → Qtriv ← Qpaint. Our
main definition (and the target of this section) is then the following.
Definition 3.1. We define the two colored operad ESCf associated to the map of Λ operads f ∶P →Q to
be the homotopy pullback
(1)
ESCf Qpaint
Ptriv Qtriv
.
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In the case that all Λ maps of Q are fibrations, as is the case in all examples of relevance in this paper,
we will quietly replace the homotopy pullback by an ordinary pullback.
Remark 3.2. Note that the construction f ↦ ESCf is functorial. Moreover, weak equivalence between
morphisms f ∶ P →Q and f ′ ∶ P ′ → Q′, i.e., a commutative diagram of the form
P Q
P ′ Q′
f
≃ ≃
f
′
,
induces a weak equivalence between two colored operads ESCf ≅ ESCf ′ .
Remark 3.3. The components of the Extended Swiss Cheese operads fit into pullback squares
ESCm,n(k, l) Dn(k + l)
Dm(l) Dn(l)
f
with the right-hand maps being fibrations. Hence ESCm,n is the homotopy pullback in the diagram (1).
Inspection then shows that indeed the operad structure inherited from being a pullback of operads (1)
coincides with the “naturally defined” one through gluing of discs, and hence ESCf ≅ ESCm,n as desired.
3.5. Fulton-MacPherson-Axelrod-Singer variant. For some application we want our operads to
be reduced, and the little disks operads Dn obviously are not. However, we may replace them by the
Fulton-MacPherson-Axelrod-Singer compactification of the configuration spaces of points FMn, see [11].
They satisfy in particular that FMn(1) = ∗. The inclusion maps f ∶ Dm → Dn can be replaced by similar
inclusion maps
g ∶ FMm → FMn.
Wemay hence define the Fulton-MacPherson-Axelrod-Singer variant of the extended Swiss Cheese operad
to be
FMm,n ∶= ESCg.
3.6. The dual construction. Next suppose we have a map of dg Hopf Λ cooperads
F ∶C → D.
We then define the colored dg Hopf homotopy cooperad ESCcF by (the dual of) our construction above,
i.e., as the homotopy pushout
Ctriv Cpaint
Dtriv ESC
c
F .
More concretely, the left and upper arrows gives rise to a homotopy cooperad in the category of
diagrams of dg commutative algebras of shape ● ← ● → ●. The homotopy pushout (derived tensor
product) is then a symmetric lax monoidal functor from this category to the category of dgcas, and
hence gives rise to a homotopy dg Hopf cooperad. In particular, the homotopy push-out agrees with the
”arity-wise” homotopy push-out in the underlying category of dg commutative algebras. For trees that
are individual corollas we have push-out diagrams of dgcas
C(l) C(k + l)
D(l) ESCcF (k, l).
Remark 3.4. In general, for the homotopy pushout of the diagram of dgcas B ← A → C we may pick
here the concrete ”bar” realization
⊕
n≥0
B ⊗ (A[1])⊗n ⊗C.
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Note however that this has two disadvantages: (i) the functor is lax monoidal and not oplax monoidal,
hence in our context we obtain a homotopy cooperad not a cooperad and (ii) the complex is not con-
centrated in non-negative degrees, even if A,B,C are. Hence we can define ESCcF (only) as a colored
homotopy dg Hopf cooperad, with the underlying category being unbounded cochain complexes.
If we restrict this construction to non-negatively graded dg Λ-Hopf cooperads such that all the Λ-maps
(in the source of F ) are cofibrations of dgcas, then the homotopy pushout can be replaced by an ordinary
pushout. In particular, the construction ESCcF yields an honest (i.e., not “homotopy”) non-negatively
graded colored dg Hopf cooperad.
4. The colored operad ESCm,n
In this section we restrict to the special case of the operad ESCm,n and give a proof of our main
Theorem 1.1.
4.1. Cohomology. First let us compute the cohomology cooperad H(ESCm,n) ∶=H
●(ESCm,n,Q).
For n >m ≥ 1 we denote the canonical map from Dm to Dn by
f ∶ Dm → Dn.
We note that the induced map on cohomology
H(f)∶H(Dn) →H(Dm)
factorises through Com∗, i.e., it sends all generators ωij (see section 2.4) to zero.
Furthermore, note that since H(en(r+s)) is free as a H(en(r))-module by Lemma 2.2, we can replace
the homotopy pushouts in the construction of ESCcH(f) by ordinary pushouts and understand ESC
c
H(f)
as a non-negatively graded colored Hopf cooperad (with zero differential).
Note also that from this we see that there is a natural map
(2) ESCcH(f) →H(ESCm,n).
This in turn implies that the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence associated to the pullback diagrams
collapses at the E2 page. Provided the base spaces in all pullback diagrams are simply connected, i.e.,
provided that n ≥ 3, we immediately conclude from the standard convergence result for the Eilenberg-
Moore spectral sequence that (2) is an isomorphism. In the remaining case of n = 2 and m = 1 we do
not know a one-line proof. However, one can easily repeat the arguments leading to the computation of
H(Dn), see for example [19]. Essentially equivalently one can invoke the refined convergence result for
the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence of Dwyer [6], applied to the fibrations
Dn(r + s) → Dn(r + s − 1)→ ⋯→ Dn(r).
We leave the detailed argument in this special case (n =m+ 1 = 2) to the reader and merely state the
result.
Proposition 4.1. The natural map of colored dg Hopf cooperads
ESC
c
H(f) →H(ESCm,n)
is an isomorphism for all n >m ≥ 1.
4.2. Proof of the first part of Theorem 1.1. In this section we want to show the rational formality
of ESCm,n for n −m ≥ 2 and m ≥ 1. To show this we want to show that a rational model (i.e., a colored
homotopy dg Hopf cooperad) for ESCm,n is formal. Let us first build such a model. We again denote
the canonical map from Dm to Dn by
f ∶ Dm → Dn.
Pick some rational models (dg Hopf Λ-cooperads) Mm and Mn for Dm and Dn, together with a rational
model for the above map
F ∶Mn →Mm.
Now we would like to conclude that ESCcF is indeed a rational model for ESCf , i.e., quasi-isomorphic
to ΩPL(ESCf). For m ≥ 2 this can be deduced from the statement that the model of the pullback is the
pushout of the models, see Proposition 15.8 of [7] or Theorem 2.4 of [12]. However, for our purposes the
conditions in the aforementioned results from the literature are too restrictive to handle the casesm = 1,2.
Fortunately, however, we may simply check the desired statement by hand since all cohomologies can be
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computed. To this end it suffices to take Mm = ΩPL(Dm) and Mn = ΩPL(Dn) with F = f
∗. Then merely
by functoriality and properties of the (co)limit we have a map
ESC
c
F → ΩPL(ESCm,n).
We want to show that this map is a quasi-isomorphism. To check this we have to check that the natural
maps
(3) ΩPL(Dn(k + l))⊗ˆΩPL(Dn(l))ΩPL(Dm(l))→ ΩPL(ESCm,n(k, l))
are quasi-isomorphisms. But this is easily checked by hand: The cohomology of the right-hand side has
been computed in section 4.1. On the other hand, the left-hand side is a second quadrant double complex
and there is a convergent spectral sequence such that
E2 =H(Dn(k + l))⊗ˆH(Dn(l))H(Dm(l)).
But this expression is equal to H(ESCm,n(k, l)) by Proposition 4.1, and the cohomology is represented
by cocycles in the original complex, so the spectral sequence abuts here, and the left-hand and right-hand
side of (3) have isomorphic cohomology. It remains to check that the map (3) induces an isomorphism,
but this is clear looking at the explicit representatives.
Hence we find that the colored homotopy dg Hopf cooperad ESCcF is indeed a rational model for
ESCm,n.
Now, by the relative intrinsic formality theorem of [10] and the assumption that n−m ≥ 2 the map F
is formal, i.e., it can be connected to the cohomology map
H(F ) ∶ e∗n
∗
→ e∗m
by a zigzag of quasi-isomorphisms of dg Λ-Hopf cooperads. By Remark 3.2 it then follows that the (much
simpler) colored dg Hopf cooperad ESCcH(F ) is connected by a zigzag of quasi-isomorphisms to ESC
c
F ,
and is hence also a rational model for ESCm,n. Furthermore, as in section 4.1 ESC
c
H(F ) can be taken
to have zero differential and hence is trivially formal and ESCcH(F ) = H
∗(ESCcm,n). This shows the first
claim of Theorem 1.1.
Remark 4.2. We note that here we can construct the above zigzag of quasi-isomorphisms connecting
ESC
c
F and ESC
c
H(F ) either in the category of two colored homotopy dg Hopf cooperads, or in the category
of honest two colored dg Hopf cooperads concentrated in non-negative degrees. For the latter statement
we just need to replace the functor ΩPL by the (two colored version of the) operadic upgrade Ω# as in
section 2.3.1. Furthermore we have to replace (resolve) all dg Λ Hopf cooperads in the zigzag connecting
F and H(F ) by cofibrant objects. Then we can use Lemma 2.1 to see that all homotopy pushouts in the
constructions ESCc? can be replaced by ordinary pushouts, so that all colored cooperads occurring in our
zigzag are honest colored dg Hopf cooperads, concentrated in non-negative cohomological degrees. Also,
to apply the results of [10] we should generally work with the reduced operads FMn, FMm,n instead of
Dn, ESCm,n since the results of loc. cit. are derived in the reduced setting.
5. Recovering the operad map
Let S be any two colored operad in dg vector spaces. From S may extract two one colored operads
P ∶= S1(−,0) Q ∶= S2(0,−)
and an operadic P-Q-bimodule
M ∶= S2(−,0).
We call the operad S to be of ”Swiss Cheese type” if the P-Q-bimoduleM is a right torsor, cf. Definition
A.1 in Appendix A. For example, the operads of chains of the ordinary and the extended Swiss Cheese
operads are of Swiss Cheese type. Furthermore, the operads of chains of operads arising from the
construction ESCf of section 3 above are of Swiss Cheese type, if we require that the space of unary
operations in the target of f is contractible.
As shown in the Appendix, any operadic P-Q-torsor encodes an operad map up to homotopy
P ⇢Q.
Hence any two colored operad of Swiss Cheese type encodes such an operad map. Furthermore, a quasi-
isomorphism S → S′ between two colored operads induces a quasi-isomorphism of the associated right
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torsors
P ⟳ M ⟲ Q
P ′ ⟳ M′ ⟲ Q′
∼ ∼ ∼ .
By Proposition A.3 we hence see that quasi-isomorphic two colored operads of Swiss cheese type encode
quasi-isomorphic operad maps between their components of colors 1 and 2. In particular we find the
following result.
Proposition 5.1. Two two-colored operads S and S′ of Swiss Cheese type can be quasi-isomorphic only
if the induced operad maps S1(−,0)⇢ S2(0,−) and (S′)1(−,0)⇢ (S′)2(0,−) are quasi-isomorphic.
5.1. The proof of Theorem 1.1. Having shown the first part of Theorem 1.1 in section 4.2, it suffices
to show the second part, namely that the operad of chains on the extended Swiss Cheese operad FMm,n
is not formal in codimension n −m = 1. Indeed, if it were, then by Proposition 5.1 the induced map of
operads
C(FMn−1)→ C(FMn)
was formal. However, it has been shown in [21] that the above operad map is not formal, and hence the
non-formality of C(FMn−1,n) and Theorem 1.1 follow. 
5.2. A new proof of non-formality of the standard Swiss Cheese operad. Note that the above
arguments apply mutatis mutandis also to the operads of chains of the standard Swiss Cheese operads
SCn [23], which are also of Swiss Cheese type. This gives a second proof of the following result, shown
by Livernet.
Corollary 5.2 ([18]). The operads C(SCn) are not formal.
Remark 5.3. The above Corollary is relatively easy to show directly by standard obstruction theory,
because the obstruction to the existence of a map from a cofibrant resolution of H(SCn) to C(SCn) ap-
pears already in arity 2, where the calculations are very manageable. On the other hand, the obstruction
for the operad map Dn−1 → Dn to be formal appears only in arity 4 [21]. In this arity there are already
many operations in the resolution of H(ESCn−1,n), making the calculations quite intricate. That is why
we refrain from using a direct obstruction theoretic computation to show the non-formality of ESCn−1,n
(-which should be possible-), but rather stick to the more conceptual methods of this section.
Appendix A. Operadic bimodules and maps between operads
Let P and Q be operads in dg vector spaces. We understand them as monoids in the category of
collections with the ”plethysm” monoidal product ○, see [17]. An operadic P-Q-bimodule is a bimodule
for the monoids P , and Q. Concretely, it is a collection M together with a map
P ○M ○Q→M
satisfying some associativity and unit axioms. The category of operadic P-Q-bimodules carries a model
structure constructed in [9], by transfer from the standard model structure of (collections in) cochain
complexes.
In this section, we will use mostly operadic bimodules of the following type.
Definition A.1. An operadic right P-Q-torsor is an operadic P-Q-bimodule M satisfying the following
conditions.
● H(M(1)) ≅ K is one dimensional. We denote some cocycle generating the nontrivial cohomology
class by 1 ∈M(1).
● The map of right Q-modules Q → M given by the composition with 1, i.e., q ↦ 1 ○ q, is a
quasi-isomorphism.
For simplicity, we will furthermore assume that the operads and bimodules appearing here are reduced,
in that P(0) = Q(0) =M(0) = 0, while P(1) = Q(1) =M(1) = K. In the reduced case, the data 1 in the
above definition may be omitted, as it can be recovered uniquely up to multiplication by an unimportant
nonzero scalar. Furthermore, in this setting all operads come equipped with a canonical augmentation.
For any right Q module M we may consider the endomorphism operad of M,
EndQ(M).
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Furthermore, if
f ∶M⇆M′ ∶ g
are maps of right Q-modules such that f is a right inverse of g, i.e., gf = idM, then clearly we obtain a
map of operads by pre- and postcomposition
EndQ(M)
f(−)g
ÐÐÐ→ EndQ(M′).
Construction A.2. Somewhat more generally, suppose that f is a homotopy right inverse, i.e., there
exists some linear map H ∶M →M of degree −1, compatible with the Q-action, such that gf − idM =
dH +Hd. Then there is a strong homotopy map of operads in the sense of [22]
EndQ(M)
Φ
Ð→ EndQ(M′).
The linear component of this homotopy map is just pre- and postcomposition, Φ1(α) = fαg. The
quadratic component is composition “with H in the middle”, using slightly imprecise notation Φ2(α,β) =
fα ○Hβg. All higher components of Φ can be taken to be zero.
Now the key point of this Appendix is that any operadic right P-Q-torsorM encodes an operad map
up to homotopy
P ⇢Q.
The construction is as follows. We assume that the map Q→M is a cofibration of right Q-modules. If
not, we may replace M by some resolution M̂ →M such that the map Q →M is a cofibration. (For
example, one may take the usual bar-cobar resolution as right Q-module, cf. [3].) Under this assumption
one can construct a map of right Q-modules pi ∶M → Q, right inverse to the map ι ∶ Q →M above by
lifting, and it is shown in [3] that the induced map
EndQ(M)
ι(−)pi
←ÐÐÐ EndQ(Q) =Q
is a quasi-isomorphism. Then our desired operad map from P to Q is realized by the zigzag
P → EndQ(M)
∼
←Ð EndQ(Q) = Q.
Alternatively, using Construction A.2 we may invert the right-hand arrow at the cost of working with
strong homotopy operad maps.
We note that the construction of this operad map is independend of the choices made, up to homotopy.
First, all choices of right inverse map M → Q are homotopic since the map Q →M is an isomorphism
in the homotopy category. These choices of right inverses hence give rise to homotopic operad maps.
Secondly, if we need to take a resolution of M̂ ofM, then the choice of this resolution does not matter.
Indeed, let M̂′ →M be another cofibrant resolution. Then by lifting we find a pair of quasi-isomorphisms
of P-Q-bimodules
f ∶ M̂⇆ M̂′ ∶ g
which are inverse up to homotopy. In particular they are inverses up to homotopy of right Q-modules.
In the latter context, a homotopy is just a linear map H as right Q-modules are ”linear objects”. Again
denote the maps from Q by ι ∶ Q → M̂ and ι′ ∶ Q → M̂′, and right inverses by pi, pi′. Note that f, g
necessarily commute with ι, ι′ (up to possibly a scalar which can be absorbed in the definitions) by our
reducedness assumption, hence the homotopy H can be chosen to vanish on the image of ι′. We may
furthermore choose pi and then define pi′ ∶= pig.
We hence obtain the following commuting diagram
(4)
P EndQ(M̂)
EndQ(M̂
′) EndQ(Q),
Φ
ι(−)pi
ι′(−)pi′
where Φ is given again by Construction A.2. This shows that the choices involved do not affect the
definition of the operad map up to homotopy.
The next important point to check here is that the assignment from operadic right torsors to homotopy
classes of maps depends only on the homotopy type of the triple
P⟳M⟲Q.
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Proposition A.3. Suppose we are given a quasi-isomorphism of operadic P-Q right torsor M and an
operadic P’-Q′ right torsor M′, i.e., a commuting diagram of maps and actions
(5)
P ⟳ M ⟲ Q
P ′ ⟳ M′ ⟲ Q′
∼ ∼ ∼ .
Then the induced maps P ⇢ Q and P ′ ⇢ Q′ induced by the above construction from the bimodules M
and M′ are quasi-isomorphic.
Proof. For simplicity, we may reduce the problem to the case when two of the three vertical arrows are
the identity, by ”extruding” the diagram as follows.
P ⟳ M ⟲ Q
P ⟳ M′ ⟲ Q
P ′ ⟳ M′ ⟲ Q
P ′ ⟳ M′ ⟲ Q′
= ∼ =
∼ = =
= = ∼
Here we have used the left and right vertical maps of (5) to define the left and right P and Q-module
structures on M′.
To begin with the easiest case, the functoriality in P is obvious, i.e., if the middle and right vertical
arrows of (5) are identities then we clearly have a commutative diagram of operad maps
P
EndQ(M) EndQ(Q) ≅Q
P ′
∼ .
Secondly, assume that both the left and right vertical arrows of (5) are identities. Then by the argument
from before for the independence of the choice of resolution (see diagram (4)) it follows that the two
induced operad maps P → Q are homotopic.
Finally we check functoriality in Q, i.e., we assume that the left and middle vertical maps in (5)
are identities. In other words, we assume M = M′ is a right Q′-module, which we consider as a right
Q-module via the given operad map Q → Q′. We assume M is already chosen cofibrant as Q′-module,
and we choose the Q-bar cobar resolution
M̂→M
as cofibrant replacement for M in the category of right Q-modules. Concretely, M̂ = M ○ BQ ○Q as
graded collection, where ○ is the plethysm product and BQ is the operadic bar construction.
(Essentially) since the bar-cobar resolution is functorial, we have an immediate map
EndQ′(M)→ EndQ(M̂).
This map fits into the obviously commutative diagram
P EndQ′(M)
EndQ(M̂)
∼ .
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To show that the operad maps from P to Q and to Q′ are quasi-isomorphic as desired, it hence suffices
to show that the left-hand square in the following diagram commutes up to homotopy.
(6)
Q′ = EndQ′(Q
′) EndQ′(M)
Q = EndQ(Q) EndQ(M̂) EndQ′(Q
′) = Q′
ι′(−)pi′
ιˆ(−)pˆi
Here pi′ is the chosen right inverse to ι′ ∶ Q′ →M and similarly, pˆi is the chosen right inverse to ιˆ ∶ Q→ M̂.
Concretely, let us fix for pˆi the following choice. Denote by Q̂′ the bar-cobar resolution of Q′ as a right
Q-module and pick a map ω ∶ Q̂′ →Q so that the diagram of right Q-modules
Q̂′ Q′
Q
ω
commutes up to homotopy. We can ensure furthermore make this choice such that on elements of the
form f(q) ○ 1 ○ 1 with q ∈Q and f ∶ Q→ Q′ the given map we have
(7) f(ω(f(q) ○ 1 ○ 1)) = f(q).
Furthermore, one can check that we can ensure that
(8) f(ω(f(q) ○(1) x ○ 1)) = 0
for all x ∈ Q.
Then we choose for pˆi the composition
M̂
pi′
Ð→ Q̂′ → Q.
The dashed arrow in the diagram (6) is the strong homotopy inverse of the lower horizontal arrow
according to Construction A.2, followed by the map Q →Q′. To define it we need to choose a homotopy
H ∶ M̂→ M̂ satisfying that
ιˆpˆi − idM = dH +Hd.
Let us note that due to (7) we may choose this homotopy to satisfy
(9) H(f(q) ○ 1 ○ 1) = 1 ○ f(q) ○ 1.
Note that all arrows in the diagram (6) are quasi-isomorphisms.
Now in order to complete our task of showing that the left-hand square of (6) homotopy-commutes,
it suffices to check that the compositions of the two paths with the dashed arrow homotopy commute.
We call the composition along the upper and lower rims of the diagram (6)
Fu, Fl ∶ Q→ Q′.
In fact, with the choices above, we claim that both strong homotopy maps of operads are identical to
the given (honest) operad map Q → Q′. Concretely, the lower composition Fl is the composition of the
map Q → EndQ(M̂) with a (strong homotopy) left inverse, and the given map to Q′. Hence Fl agrees
immediately with the given operad map Q→ Q′. In particular it is an honest operad morphism, i.e., all
higher components of the strong homotopy morphism vanish.
Next, Fu is a strong homotopy map whose linear component maps q ∈Q to
f(ω(f(q) ○ 1 ○ 1))
(7)
= f(q) ∈Q′,
and whose quadratic component sends q1, q2 to
f(ω(f(q1) ○ f(q2) ○ 1))
(8)
= 0.
(For the latter computation one needs to use (9).) Overall, we find that with our careful choices of lifts
and homotopies Fu = Fl = f and hence we are done. 
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A.1. The operad map encoded by ESCf . Suppose that f ∶ S → T is a map of reduced topological Λ-
operads. We associate to this map a two colored operad ESCf as before. We consider the operads of chains
P = C(S), Q = C(T ). Furthermore, we consider the operadic right P-Q-torsorM = C(ESCf(●,0)). The
goal is to show the following result.
Proposition A.4. In the aforementioned setting, the operad map P → Q encoded by M by the con-
struction of the previous section is homotopic to the map induced by f .
Proof. Following the construction of the previous section, we pick a resolution M̂ →M, say for con-
creteness as the bar-cobar resolution as right Q-module. Note that in our situation the map Q →M is
the identity map, hence we may pick the map pi (as in the previous section) to be the composition
pi ∶ M̂→M = Q.
We have the following commutative diagram of quasi-isomorphisms of operads
P EndQ(M̂)
EndQ(M) = EndQ(Q) = Q
.
The composition along the upper rim is the map of the previous subsection. The diagonal arrow agrees
with the map induced by f , and hence we are done. 
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